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In Self and Other, Robert Rogers presents a powerful argument for the adoption of a theory of
object relations, combining the best features of traditional psychoanalytic theory with
contemporary views on attachment behavior and intersubjectivity. Rogers discusses theory in
relation both to actual psychoanalytic case histories and imagined selves found in literature,
and provides a critical rereading of the case histories of Freud, Winnicott, Lichtenstein,
Sechehaye, and Bettelheim. At once scientific and humanistic, Self and Other engagingly
draws from theoretical, clinical, and literary traditions. It will appeal to psychoanalysts as well
as to literary scholars interested in the application of psychoanalysis to literature.
Object Relations Theory and Clinical Psychoanalysis is a collection of Kernberg's papers
published or presented during the period from 1966 to 1975, with some new material included
as well.
Couples on the Couch provides a clear guide to applying the Tavistock model of couple
psychotherapy in clinical psychoanalytic practice, offering a compelling sampling of ideas
about couple relationships and couple psychotherapy from a broadly relational psychoanalytic
perspective. The book provides an in-depth perspective to understanding intimate relationships
and the complexities of working in this domain.The chapters and their accompanying
discussion also offer a fertile resource of material for readers who have not previously had
exposure to the theory and technique of psychoanalytic psychotherapy, as well as offering an
expanded and more rigorous approach to those who are already familiar with the Tavistock
model. The chapters cover key topics including: unconscious beliefs, forms of couple relating,
sex and aging and draw upon the work of Klein, Winnicott and Bion, as well as attachment and
object relations theory. The majority of the contributors are affiliated with the Tavistock Centre
for Couple Relations (TCCR) in London or The Psychoanalytic Couple Psychotherapy Group in
Berkeley, California and make fundamental use of the theoretical model that has been
developed at TCCR since the 1940's. Couples on the Couch provides an introduction to the
TCCR approach to couple psychotherapy and exposure to the depth and breadth of this
framework. Each of the chapters contain in-depth theoretical and clinical case material,
presented in tandem with formal discussion, demonstrating how theory may be applied in a
variety of clinical encounters and by doing so, deepening the theoretical understanding of the
difficulties that beset couples and the challenges posed to those who work with them. The
book provides an in-depth perspective to understanding intimate relationships and the
complexities of working in this domain. Couples on the Couch will be of great interest to couple
psychotherapists and counselors, marriage and family therapists, psychoanalysts, as well as
graduate and postgraduate students in psychology, marriage and family therapy, or those in
psychoanalytic training programs.
First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Psychoanalytic Theory, Therapy and the Self presents, in a readily accessible form, the overall
theoretical position adopted by the author in his two earlier books Personality Structure and
Human Interaction (1961) and Schizoid Phenomena, Object Relations and the Self (1968).
Part One, addressing itself to theoretical issues in psychoanalysis, traces the changes which
have occurred in psychodynamic thought since Freud's early conjectures, reflecting the
physicality mode of scientific thought in which he had been trained and typified by the theory of
instincts have been largely modified or superseded by the contributions of object-relations
theory. Part Two, based on a series of seminars devoted to the structure and treatment of the
schizoid personality, puts the theoretical issues discussed in Part One into perspective of
therapeutic practice.
Object Relations, in psychoanalysis are those in which the emotional relations between subject
and object, in that which through a process of identification, is believed to constitute the
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developing ego. In this context, the word object refers to any person or thing, or
representational aspect of them, with which the subject forms an intense emotional
relationship. Object relations were first described by German psychoanalyst Karl Abraham in
an influential paper, published in 1924. In the paper he developed the ideas of the founder of
psychoanalysis, Sigmund Freud, on infantile sexuality and the development of the libido.
Object relations theory has become one of the central themes of post Freudian
psychoanalysis, particularly through the writings of British psychoanalysts Melanie Klein,
Ronald Fairbairn, and Donald Winnicott, all deeply influenced by Abraham. They have each
developed distinctly, though complementary, approaches to analysis, evolving theories of
personal development based on early parental attachments.
A watershed in the articulation of the relational psychoanalytic paradigm, this volume offers a
rich overview of issues currently being addressed by clinicians and theoreticians writing from a
variety of complementary relational viewpoints. Chapter topics cover the roots of the relational
orientation in early psychoanalytic thinking, the impact of relational consideration on
developmental theory, relational conceptions of "self" and "other," and clinical applications of
relational perspectives.

With her first book, The Reproduction of Mothering, Nancy Chodorow
revolutionised feminist theory and therapy. Now she takes her fellow
psychoanalysts to task for their monolithic and pathologizing accounts of deviant
gender and sexuality. In this her first extended treatment of sexuality and love,
she asks the question: is psychoanalysis capable of addressing questions of
multiplicity and variability in gender development and gender diversity?
This book represents the first attempt to collate and clarify psychoanalytic
theories on affect as they relate to the clinical process. Stein outlines and
analyzes the most important affect theories and empirical work presented in the
last one hundred years.
Object Relations and Self Psychology are two leading schools of psychological
thought discussed in social work classrooms and applied by practitioners to a
variety of social work populations. Yet both groups have lacked a basic manual
for teaching and reference -- until now. For them, Dr. Eda G. Goldstein's book fills
a void on two fronts: Part I provides a readable, systematic, and comprehensive
review of object relations and self psychology, while Part II gives readers a
friendly, step-by-step description and illustration of basic treatment techniques.
For educators, this textbook offers a learned and accessible discussion of the
major concepts and terminology, treatment principles, and the relationship of
object relations and self psychology to classic Freudian theory. Practitioners find
within these pages treatment guidelines for such varied problems as illness and
disability, the loss of a significant other, and such special problems as substance
abuse, child maltreatment, and couple and family disruptions. In a single volume,
Dr. Goldstein has met the complex challenges of education and clinical practice.
Over the course of the past 15 years, there has been a vast sea change in
American psychoanalysis. It takes the form of a broad movement away from
classical psychoanalytic theorizing grounded in Freud's drive theory toward
models of mind and development grounded in object relations concepts. In
clinical practice, there has been a corresponding movement away from the
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classical principles of neutrality, abstinence and anonymity toward an interactive
vision of the analytic situation that places the analytic relationship, with its
powerful, reciprocal affective currents, in the foreground. These developments
have been evident in virtually all schools of psychoanalysis in America, from the
most traditional to the most radical. The wellspring of these innovations is the
work of a group of psychoanalysts who have struggled to integrate aspects of
interpersonal psychoanalysis, various British object relations theories, and
psychoanalytic feminism. Although not self-selected as a school, these theorists
have generated a distinct tradition of psychoanalytic thought and clinical practice
that has become extremely influential within psychoanalysis in the United States.
Relational Psychoanalysis: The Emergence of a Tradition brings together for the
first time the seminal papers of the major authors within this tradition. Each paper
is accompanied by an introduction, in which the editors place it in its historical
context, and a new afterward, in which the author suggests subsequent
developments in his or her thinking. This book is an invaluable resource for any
clinical practitioner, teacher or student of psychoanalysis interested in exploring
the exciting developments of recent years.
Until now, little attention has been paid to the application of contemporary
psychoanalytic theory to religious experiences. In this edited collection, the
contributors provide examples that illustrate both theoretical insights and clinical
techniques that are relevant to clinicians who face religious issues in
psychotherapy. This book will interest mainstream clinicians who are eager to
pursue the psychology of religion, as well as the traditional pastoral counseling
community.
This established text presents a framework for integrating group psychology with
psychoanalytic theories of object relations, the ego and the self, through the
perspective of general systems theory. It defines and discusses key constructs in
each of the fields and illustrates them with practical examples.
??????????????,?????????????.???????????????,???????????????,??????????,
?????????????????,??????.
First published in 1993. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Essays discuss the relations among gender, self, and society, the significance of
women's mothering for gender personality and gender relations, and how the
psychodynamics of gender create and sustain individualism
"As was true of the earlier volumes in the Empirical Studies of Psychoanalytic
Theories series, all of the contributors to the present volume have, through their
research efforts, worked to keep psychoanalytic theory alive and consistent with
modern scientific canon. Our goal is not to defend psychoanalytic constructs nor
to focus only on those data that support psychodynamic hypotheses. Rather, we
hope to test, to refine, and to extend psychoanalytic theory, allowing the data to
lead us wherever they must. In this way, the Empirical Studies series can help to
reinvigorate psychoanalytic theory and practice and can contribute to the ongoing
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effort to provide psychoanalysis with a rigorous empirical
foundation"--Introduction.
Examines the theories of Freud, Sullivan, Fromm, Jacobson, and other
psychologists regarding interpersonal relationships
"Perhaps the acid test for any book on psychoanalytic theory is the light it sheds
on the complex problems that a therapist faces. This book passes that test with
flying colors. I now see my patients in a different light and I have changed my
approach with beneficial results." —Samuel L. Bradshaw, Jr. The Bulletin of the
Menninger Clinic A Jason Aronson Book
When this best-seller was published, it put the mother-daughter relationship and
female psychology on the map. The Reproduction of Mothering was chosen by
Contemporary Sociology as one of the ten most influential books of the past
twenty-five years. With a new preface by the author, this updated edition is
testament to the formative effect that Nancy Chodorow's work continues to exert
on psychoanalysis, social science, and the humanities.
Clinical Interaction and the Analysis of Meaning evinces a therapeutic vitality all
too rare in works of theory. Rather than fleeing from the insights of other
disciplines, Dorpat and Miller discover in recent research confirmation of the
possibilities of psychoanalytic treatment. In Section I, "Critique of Classical
Theory," Dorpat proposes a radical revision of the notion of primary process
consonant with contemporary cognitive science. Such a revised conception not
only enlarges our understanding of the analytic process; it also provides analysis
with a conceptual language that can articulate meaningful connections with a
growing body of empirical research about the development and nature of human
cognition. In Section II, "Interactional Theory," Miller reverses the direction of
inquiry. He begins with the literature on cognitive development and functioning,
and proceeds to mine it for concepts relevant to the clinical process. He shows
how a revised understanding of the operation of cognition and affect can impart
new meaning to basic clinical concepts such as resistance, transference, and
level of psychopathology. In Section III, "Applications and Exemplifications,"
Dorpat concludes this exemplary collaboration by exploring select topics from the
standpoint of his and Miller's new psychoanalytic theory. At the heart of the
authors' endeavor it "meaning analysis," a concept that integrates an up-to-date
model of human information processing with the traditional goals of
psychoanalysis. The patient approaches the clinical encounter, they argue, with
cognitive-affective schemas that are the accumulatice product of his life
experience to date; the manifold meanings ascribed to the clinical interaction
must be understood as the product of these schemas rather than as distortions
deriving from unconscious, drive-related fantasies. The therapist's goal is to
make the patient's meaning-making conscious and thus available for
introspection.
Developments in Object Relations provides a highly accessible account of how British
Object Relations developed in the second half of the twentieth century, focusing on the
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generation who took up where Klein and Winnicott left off. Complementing and building
on its predecessor, An Introduction to Object Relations, it gives an overview of the
development of Object Relations with special reference to the Independent and Kleinian
traditions. An introductory chapter defines the key features of Object Relations. The
emergence of Object Relations is is then described theoretically from some of Freud’s
papers and clinically from the controversial work of Sandor Ferenczi. Similarities and
divergences between Kleinian and Independent approaches are considered in detail
through the close examination of the work of a key practitioner from each approach,
and other significant contributions. Gomez brings clarity to a complex field, discussing
what is powerful and problematic about the two main strands in British psychoanalysis.
Kleinian and Independent approaches are consistently compared and contrasted, so
that readers can develop a clear idea of each. Rather than preferring one to the other,
they are presented as different approaches to what is fundamental in psychoanalysis.
Chapters on Bion and Masud Khan bring the work of each tradition to life in a
fascinating and informative way. Gomez concludes by summarising the claim of
psychoanalysis to offer a new way of understanding human reality, particularly useful
for readers interested in her second book, The Freud Wars. Developments in Object
Relations will be of great help to psychoanalysts and psychotherapists who work
psychoanalytically, particularly those in the process of training, those who have recently
qualified and those who are rethinking their position on the different, strongly-held views
they encounter. This book is particularly timely when psychoanalytic approaches are
under attack from treatments claiming to offer quicker and easier solutions.
Despite the popularity of object relations theories, these theories are often abstract,
with the relation between theory and clinical technique left vague and unclear. Now, in
Transcending the Self: An Object Relations Model of Psychoanalytic Therapy,
Summers answers the need for an integrative object relations model that can be
understood and applied by the clinician in the daily conduct of psychoanalytic therapy.
Drawing on recent infancy research, developmental psychology, and the works of major
theorists, including Bollas, Benjamin, Fairbairn, Guntrip, Kohut, and Winnicott,
Summers melds diverse object-relational contributions into a coherent viewpoint with
broad clinical applications. The object relations model emerges as a distinct amalgam
of interpersonal/relational and interpretive perspectives. It is a model that can help
patients undertake the most gratifying and treacherous of personality journeys: that
aiming at the transcendence of the childhood self. Self-transcendence, in Summers'
sense, means moving beyond the profound limitations of early life via the
therapeutically mediated creation of a newly meaningful and authentic sense of self.
Following two chapters that present the empirical and theoretical basis of the model, he
launches into clinical applications by presenting the concept of therapeutic action that
derives from the model. Then, in three successive chapters, he applies the model to
patients traditionally conceptualized as borderline, narcissistic, and neurotic. He
concludes with a chapter that addresses more broadly the craft of conducting
psychoanalytic therapy. Filled with richly detailed case discussions, Transcending the
Self provides practicing clinicians with a powerful demonstration of how psychoanalytic
therapy informed by an object relations model can effect radical personality change. It
is an outstanding example of integrative theorizing in the service of a real-world
therapeutic approach.
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In Object Relations Theories and Psychopathology: A Comprehensive Text, Frank
Summers provides thorough, lucid, and critically informed accounts of the work of major
object relations theorists: Fairbairn, Guntrip, Klein, Winnicott, Kernberg, and Kohut. His
expositions achieve distinction on two counts. First, the work of each object relations
theorist is presented as a comprehensive whole, with separate sections expounding the
theorist's ideas and assumptions about metapsychology, development,
psychopathology, and treatment, with a critical evaluation of the strengths and
limitations of the theory in question. Second, the emphasis in each chapter is on issues
of clinical understanding and technique. Making extensive use of case material
provided by each of the theorists, he shows how each object relations theory yields
specific clinical approaches to a variety of syndromes, and how these approaches entail
specific modifications in clinical technique. Beyond his detailed attention to the
theoretical and technical differences among object relations theories, Summers'
penultimate chapter discusses the similarities and differences of object relations and
interpersonal theories. And his concluding chapter outlines a pragmatic object relations
approach to development, psychopathology, and technique that combines elements of
all object relations theories without opting for any single theory. Object Relations
Theories and Psychopathology is that rare event in psychoanalytic publishing: a
substantial, readable text that surveys a broad expanse of theoretical and clinical
landscape with erudition, sympathy, and critical perspective. It will be essential reading
for all analysts, psychologists, psychiatrists, and social workers who wish to familiarize
themselves with object relations theories in general, sharpen their understanding of the
work of specific object relations theorists, or enhance their ability to employ these
theories in their clinical work.
The second edition of this groundbreaking text represents a complete departure from
the structure and format of its predecessor. Though still exhaustive in scope and
designed to provide a knowledge base for a broad audience -- from the beginning
student to the seasoned analyst or academician -- this revision emphasizes the
interdisciplinary nature of psychoanalytic thought and boldly focuses on current
American psychoanalysis in all its conceptual and clinical diversity. This approach
reflects the perspective of the two new co-editors, whose backgrounds in linguistics and
social anthropology inform and enrich their clinical practice, and the six new section
editors, who themselves reflect the diversity of backgrounds and thinking in
contemporary American psychoanalysis. The book begins with Freud and his circle,
and the origins of psychoanalysis, and goes on to explore its development in the postFreud era. This general introduction orients the reader and helps to contextualize the
six sections that follow. The most important tenets of psychoanalysis are defined and
described in the "Core Concepts" section, including theories of motivation, unconscious
processes, transference and countertransference, defense and resistance, and gender
and sexuality). These eight chapters constitute an excellent introduction to the field of
psychoanalysis. The "Schools of Thought" section features chapters on the most
influential theories -- from object relations to self psychology, to attachment theory and
relational psychoanalysis, and includes the contributions of Klein and Bion and of
Lacan. Rather than making developmental theory a separate section, as in the last
edition, developmental themes now permeate the "Schools of Thought" section and
illuminate other theories and topics throughout the edition. Taking a more clinical turn,
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the "Treatment and Technique" section addresses critical subjects such as transference
and countertransference; theories of therapeutic action; process, interpretation, and
resistance, termination and reanalysis; combined psychoanalysis and
psychopharmacotherapy, child analysis, ethics, and the relationship between
psychoanalysis and psychodynamic psychotherapy. A substantive, utterly current, and
meticulously referenced section on "Research" provides an in-depth discussion of
outcome, process, and developmental research. The section entitled "Psychoanalysis
and Other Disciplines" takes the reader on a fascinating tour through the many fields
that psychoanalysis has enriched and been enriched by, including the neurosciences,
philosophy, anthropology, race/ethnicity, literature, visual arts, film, and music. A
comprehensive Glossary completes this indispensable text. The Textbook of
Psychoanalysis is the only comprehensive textbook of psychoanalysis available in the
United States. This masterful revision will both instruct and engage those who are
learning psychoanalysis, those who practice it, and those who apply its theories to
related disciplines. Though always controversial, this model of the human psyche still
provides the best and most comprehensive insight into human nature.
A collection of the brilliant papers of John D. Sutherland, this volume gives the reader a
unique education in the development of the self. Noted psychoanalyst, theoretician, and
editor, J. D. Sutherland was best known as editor of the International Psychoanalytic
Library and as the Director of the Tavistock Clinic, where he secured an environment
for colleagues like Wilfred Bion, John Bowlby, and Eric Trist to create and distribute
their valuable ideas. Now, for the first time, here is a collection of the works of John D.
Sutherland. The papers are stunning in their clarity and in the scope of their vision. The
book's three sections reflect Sutherland's major interests: object relations theory, its
application to groups and institutions, and the development of the self. As he was fond
of saying, object relations was "not so much a theory as a way of working" and he puts
this idea into practice - from understanding his individual patients to developing a
blueprint for community mental health. His papers on psychoanalytic theory reveal an
erudite grasp of theory building. Those on application show his profound concern for
the human condition. Deriving partly from his self-analysis after the age of 70, his later
papers take him beyond object relations theory to a theory of the self. No
psychoanalytic thinker has such a capacity for tolerating complexity. No one else has
shown a similar ability to relate personal, individual depth psychology to social
psychology. Collected together in this volume, John D. Sutherland's papers present a
remarkable appreciation for the needs of the individual and the community. This book is
both classic and contemporary. It will appeal to individual and group psychotherapists
of any discipline, psychoanalysts, pastoral counselors, social workers, and community
development workers. A masterpiece of care, concern, clinical acumen and vision, this
book is a major contribution to human understanding.
This important new book presents a comprehensive integration of psychoanalytic
theories of human development from Freud to the present, showing their implications
for the evaluation and treatment of children and adults. Phyllis Tyson and Robert L.
Tyson not only review the literature on emotional growth but also provide a
developmental theory of their own, one that examines psychosexual development in the
context of a number of other simultaneously evolving systems--emotional, behavioral,
cognitive, and social--all of which work in relation to one another in a dynamic way. The
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authors describe the developmental sequences of these systems and how they
coalesce to form the human personality. The Tysons view development as it occurs
rather than retrospectively from reconstructions of earlier life experience. They begin by
tracing the history of this perspective, describing the developmental process, then
critically reviewing psychoanalytic theories of development. The authors present
developmental sequences for psychosexuality, object relations, the sense of self, affect,
cognition, the superego, gender identity, and the ego. Throughout they maintain a
central and orienting focus on the intrapsychic--on what happens in the mind as it
evolves. In contrast to recent psychoanalytic emphases on interpersonal aspects of
early development, they view perceived and felt interpersonal interactions as working in
conjunction with innate factors to provide the basis for the internal world. According to
the Tysons, it is the evolution and elaboration of this internal world that is the domain of
psychoanalytic theory of development.
Peter Fonagy Winner of the 2010 Sigourney Award! Joseph Sandler has been an
important influence in psychoanalysis throughout the world during the latter part of the
twentieth century, contributing to changing views on both psychoanalytic theory and
technique. He has also been a bridging force in psychoanalysis, helping to close the
gap between American ego psychologists, and British Kleinian and object relations
theorists. Psychoanalysis on the Move provides a comprehensive and accessible
overview of Sandler's contribution to the development of psychoanalysis. The
contributors trace the development of the main themes and achievements of Sandler's
work, in particular his focus on combining psychoanalytic theory and clinical practice.
Timely and important, Psychoanalysis on the Move should make interesting reading for
psychoanalysts, psychotherapists, and all those who wish to know more about one of
the most creative figures in psychoanalysis of the past few decades.
The "relational turn" has transformed the field of psychoanalysis, with an impact that
cuts across different schools of thought and clinical modalities. In the six years following
publication of Volume 1, Relational Psychoanalysis: The Emergence of a Tradition,
relational theorizing has continued to develop, expand, and challenge the parameters of
clinical discourse. It has been a period of loss, with the passing of Stephen A. Mitchell
and Emmanuel Ghent, but also a period of great promise, marked by the burgeoning
publication of relational books and journals and the launching of relational training
institutes and professional associations. Volume 2, Relational Psychoanalysis:
Innovation and Expansion, brings together key papers of the recent past that exemplify
the continuing growth and refinement of the relational sensibility. In selecting these
papers, Editors Lewis Aron and Adrienne Harris have stressed the shared relational
dimension of different psychoanalytic traditions, and they have used such
commonalities to structure the best recent contributions to the literature. The topics
covered in Volume 2 reflect both the evolution of psychoanalysis and the unique
pathways that leading relational writers have been pursuing and in some cases
establishing.
This text offers a representative sample of the work of the major contributors to object
relations theory and therapy. Object relations approaches have spread form the British
Isles to exert a major influence on psychoanalytic thinking throughout the world. The
development of object relations thinking from its beginnings in the work of Freud is
followed through its many elaborations and applications up to the most recent work in
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the field today. This volume can stand on its own as an overview or as an introduction
to more extensive study of the subject.
W. R. D. Fairbairn (1889-1964) challenged the dominance of Freud's drive theory with a
psychoanalytic theory based on the internalization of human relationships. Fairbairn
assumed that the unconscious develops in childhood and contains dissociated
memories of parental neglect, insensitivity, and outright abuse that are impossible the
children to tolerate consciously. In Fairbairn's model, these dissociated memories
protect developing children from recognizing how badly they are being treated and
allow them to remain attached even to physically abusive parents. Attachment is
paramount in Fairbairn's model, as he recognized that children are absolutely and
unconditionally dependent on their parents. Kidnapped children who remain attached to
their abusive captors despite opportunities to escape illustrate this intense dependency,
even into adolescence. At the heart of Fairbairn's model is a structural theory that
organizes actual relational events into three self-and-object pairs: one conscious pair
(the central ego, which relates exclusively to the ideal object in the external world) and
two mostly unconscious pairs (the child's antilibidinal ego, which relates exclusively to
the rejecting parts of the object, and the child's libidinal ego, which relates exclusively to
the exciting parts of the object). The two dissociated self-and-object pairs remain in the
unconscious but can emerge and suddenly take over the individual's central ego. When
they emerge, the "other" is misperceived as either an exciting or a rejecting object, thus
turning these internal structures into a source of transferences and reenactments.
Fairbairn's central defense mechanism, splitting, is the fast shift from central ego
dominance to either the libidinal ego or the antilibidinal ego-a near perfect model of the
borderline personality disorder. In this book, David Celani reviews Fairbairn's five
foundational papers and outlines their application in the clinical setting. He discusses
the four unconscious structures and offers the clinician concrete suggestions on how to
recognize and respond to them effectively in the heat of the clinical interview.
Incorporating decades of experience into his analysis, Celani emphasizes the
internalization of the therapist as a new "good" object and devotes entire sections to the
treatment of histrionic, obsessive, and borderline personality disorders.
Written for the student and beginning therapist, this book makes readily understandable
the basic clinical concepts, practices and principles of psychoanalytic object relations
therapy, without sacrificing the breadth of scope or depth of interest. Basic concepts,
technical considerations in therapy, the treatment process and clinical case examples
are discussed.
What does it mean to be human? Object relations, the British- based development of
classic Freudian psychoanalytic theory, is based on the belief that the human being is
essentially social; the need for relationship is central to the definition of the self. Object
relations theory forms the base of psychoanalysts' work, including Melanie Klein, D. W.
Winnicott, W. R. D. Fairbairn, Michael Balint, H.J.S. Guntrip, and John Bowlby. Lavinia
Gomez here provides an introduction to the main theories and applications of object
relations. Through its detailed focus on internal and interpersonal unconscious
processes, object relations can help psychotherapists, counselors and others in social
service professions to understand and work with people who may otherwise seem
irrational, unpredictable and baffling.
This book focuses on the psychoanalytic theory of object relations in order to integrate
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certain pertinent elements of Fairbairn's theory of object relations, to achieve the
proposed revision by Perls et al. of Gestalt therapy's theory of the Self.
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